Abstract: With the rapid development of computer networks and the popularity of network applications, network security has been people's increasing attention. Network security is an important issue under Network environment, authentication technology plays a very important role for network application security. Through the study of reason perish analysis and system design, providing efficient and practical solutions for network security applications system. The purpose of this paper is to research on authentication mechanisms and authentication protocols, analysis characteristics and application environments of the network authentication system, develop the VIKEY online dynamic two-factor password authentication system.
Introduction of Network Authentication Technology
Authentication is a process of confirming a claimed identity. Authentication includes identity authentication and message authentication. The former is used to identify the user's identity, the latter is used to ensure the integrity and anti-repudiation of information communication parties [1] . As openness and complexity of the network connection, authentication environments more complex. Through a comprehensive analysis of network operation of various factors, authentication can be summed up under the network environment has the following characteristics:
Authentication means can't be achieved with single state; An attacker can eavesdrop authentication information of communication channel , intercept a legitimate user's identity and legal status impostor access network; Considering the issues of encryption efficiency and reliability: encryption algorithm needs a large number of complex calculations, the introduction of the authentication mechanism in the network, the network security is strengthened, but the decrease in the efficiency of network communications. The user has uncertainty and mobility. Therefore network authentication must be considered appropriate security means ,which are authentication integrity, non-repudiation of the information, replay attacks and transport security, also be considered to avoid the user's identity forgery, tampering, repudiation, posing, etc. authentication is the first hurdle of network security system, Fig.1 shows logical structure of the safety system. Before users access to network system, through identity authentication system and then access the monitor determines whether users can access based on user identity and authorization database a resource. The user should be authorized by the security administrator to configure the database as needed. Audit in accordance with auditing system records the user's request and set behavior, while a non-real-time intrusion detection system in real time whether the intrusion. Access control and audit systems relies on the "Information" of the authentication system ,which is the identity of the user [2] .
The Design Principles of VIKEY Identity Authentication System
VIKEY authentication system is a client / server model of online two-factor. This system can solve the problems of identity authentication access network for all types of enterprises and institutions . VIKEY authentication system consists of an authentication server and authentication client components. Authentication server stores a variety of user authentication information, as well as some local security parameter information. The authentication server will be placed in the actual use environment in an internal network of enterprises and units of the network by a firewall access control protection. Authentication client located in any host to be authenticated user authentication client includes a small USB key, and manipulate small USB key driver. VIKEY authentication system has a lot advantages of concise design, certification principles of advanced equipment and flexible, low-cost, safe and reliable performance [3] . Fig.2 shows the use process of PIN, the figure shows a small USB key, use the PIN to authenticate users. The encryption algorithm in the block diagram is selected by the small USB key manufacturers in accordance with relevant national regulations. Random numbers are generated by small USB key itself. VIKEY authentication system also supports this algorithm to achieve a random number of encryption algorithms.
Fig. 2. The use process of PIN
Small USB key generates a random number and sends it to the authentication agent, certification agency uses a random number to encrypt PIN and sends the results to a small encryption key; USB reads PIN small key from the key file, and Compare decryption results are consistent with the original random number: If results are consistent, small key to change the security status register through key authentication state. PIN is not stored anywhere in the key file except a small USB key. The small key USB key file is protected by the access control logic itself, this ensures security of the small USB key.
The Network Access Certificates of VIKEY Identity Authentication System
After initialization is completed, the user can use the authentication information of small USB key to prove their identity. Needs to be done interaction to complete the following three message authentication between the client and the authentication server [4] . Fig.3 shows the message exchanges process, where marked is expressed as:
Rand: represents a random number Rand that authentication server generates, as a challenge authentication.
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ID, M1, N2, Rand: represents authentication packets that the client sends the server-side. N3: represents results authentication information that authentication server sends the user.
Client Server In order to achieve the client authentication , the server generates a random number Rand, and sends to the client 's certification agency . certification agency generates a random number N after receiving Rand, and calculate:N2=H(N1)=H(H(N)), the client removes a small unique ID number from USB key in , the client authenticates information M1 that will be used to identify the next N2, forming the message (ID, MI, N2, Rand)which will be sent to the server . After the server receives the message (ID, M1, N2, Rand), use of local private key RSA to decrypt the message , and get the information about message(1D, M1, N2, Rand). The server sends the authentication result to the client . The client Receives the authentication result and updates user information. Certification process of this client and the authentication server is completed, and user network authentication ends , user can control a transparent proxy server to visit resources on the resource server..
The Design Principles of Authentication server
Authentication server includes two parts: control server and authentication server. The control server controls access and forwards packet for client requests; the authentication server completes the interaction between the client and authentication agent. Authentication Server stores decrypted private packet key RSA and user information, so its safety is very important. In order to better protect authentication server, the security and reliability of the authentication Server operating system is critical. Towards a secure operating system, codes don't not belong to their own operating system must not become a secure operating system, because the system there is any backdoor or flaw that are unknown. The use of open source operating system is a good option, we use cropped Linux. Authentication server application develops with ANSI-C standard. Fig.4 shows the network structure of authentication server
